
Basic UV Mapping Techniques
Exercise 01. Modeling and Texturing a Coke in can.
this tutorial is brought to you buy coke, “Open Happiness”

MODELING THE CAN.

1.First step, look for reference images on the internet or if you have your 
own camera; go buy a coke in can in the store nearest to you and 
photograph the front, side and top. 

2.Once you have good reference photos, lets go place them to you maya 
scene file. Go to Maya, then go to your front view. Go to you view menu 
then select image plane, then import image. The Import window opens, look 
for your front reference photo of the can.



3. Ok, now that your image plane is setup lets model the shape of the can. Go to 
modeling then create>Polygon Primitives>Cylinder. 

Move and resize the cylinder so that it aligns with your reference photo in your front view.



Now select and right click the tops faces 
only of the cylinder. 

Then extrude to top faces of the cylinder 
and scale it so that it matches the shape of 
the can. 

Then select the top faces again and 
extrude the top part one more time to 
match the shape of the rim of the can. 



Now lets do the bottom part. Select the 
vertices of the bottom cylinder and move it 
to match the height of the can.

Right-click the cylinder and select vertex, 
then marquee select the bottom vertices, 
then press “W” and move the vertices at the 
edge of the red coke label.

Then, again select the bottom faces of the 
cylinder. Extrude and scale to match the 
reference photo.

OK, almost done. Good job so far. Lets just 
add more detail to our model.

 Now if you look at an actual coke can, the 
bottom part is pushed inside. So lets select 
all of the bottom faces again.



Then extrude the bottom part two more times. The 
first extrude is to match the bottom rim of the 
can ;the second extrude is the one where in we 
push the faces inside.

Go to edit mesh>extrude. Click the toggle 
manipulator to extrude so that the faces extrude 
more properly.



Ok, lets now do a test smooth of our polygon can model. Select the cylinder model, then 
go to mesh>smooth. 

Doesnʼt look that good yet,the rim edges are too smoothed but we can fix that. Undo the 
smooth we did earlier.

Select your cylinder, the go to Edit 
Mesh>Insert Edge Loop Tool.

The insert edge loop tool cuts a 360 degrees 
of a 3d model. We will use this command to 
add more detail to the edges of our model so 
that if we mesh smooth them, the edges are 
smooth but more defined. 



Ok, now try again the smooth in the model.Go to mesh>smooth. You can see that the 
edges are more defined. 
Good Job so far, one last thing. Lets do a quick model of the tab of the can.

First, again find a good photo reference of your 
coke can tab (or whatever is called).

Ok now that we have studied the overall shape of 
the tab, lets do a quick model.From the looks of 
the shape, we can start with a torus polygon 
primitive.

Go to create>polygon primitives> torus options box.Set the torus to 
Radius : 1
Section Radius : 0.2
Twist : 0
Subdivision Axis : 6
Subdivision Height : 6

Create UVs : on



Now, select the two bottom faces of the torus, and extrude them. Good job, you just 

finished modeling the tab, now just move it on top of the can and 
we are done!

“Finished 3D of Coke,Model Happiness.=)”
 


